With the successful completion of its Volume.1 Issues, Volume 2 Issues, Volume 3 Issues Volume 4 Issues and Volume 5 Issues, Volume 6 Issues and Volume 7 Issue 1. We now invite you for our next Volume which will be publish in March-April, Volume 7 Issue 2

We also congratulate all our team and authors for the successful completion of volume 1, Volume 2 Six Issues, Volume 3 six Issues, Volume 4 Six Issues and Volume 5 Six Issue, Volume 6 Issues and Volume seven one issue. We were credited Impact value of 5.18 ICV, SJIF (Scientific Journal Impact Factor) of 3.843 which is one of our achievements. We assert that soon we will get good ranking than this. We also got good indexing and abstracting this year which has helped us to showcase our Research papers in the International Research platform. We were indexed in Google Scholar, UGC, Index Copernicus, Epernicus, EBSCO, Jour Informatics, Research Bible, DRJI, DOAJ (in process), Base(in Process), Research Gate, Scribd, Universal Impact factor, ScienceCentral, Global Impact Factor and many more in process.

The Processing of Volume 7, Issue 2 for publication has been commenced. You can send your research paper for publication in our upcoming edition by email- editor@ijergs.org or editorije rgsnepal@gmail.com. 

You also can E-mail us with your feedback to feedback@ijergs.org, feedbackijergs@gmail.com

Note-Every accepted processed paper will be uploaded within 3 days and digital Certificates will be provided without any extra charges and once accepted paper in our journal can't be withdraw so we request you not to process your paper to any other journal unless our decision is not announced. This deeds may create problem to the author. If you wish to publish in other journal then we do not appreciate you to submit your paper to IJERGS.